J VIAN STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES

a Limeña, Tamales Criollos, Causa De Pollo

Limeña, or Lima-style causa, was first made in colonial period and is normally served cold as a side dish or as a light meal. The word causa comes from Quechua word kausay, which means 'life' or 'tenance of life'. Tamales Criollos is one of the traditional dishes of Peruvian cuisine, widely served for Sunday breakfast. The tamale is moist, slightly spicy, and absorbs an exotic flavor provided by the banana leaf wrapping.

J VIAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION

Samosas

authentic Indian food present at every India event, samosas are triangular shaped vegetarian snack consisting of peas and potatoes.

APAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION

hirashi Sushi, Japanese Green Tea, Miso Soup, Okashi

These make Chirashi Sushi for celebrations as well as dinners, and Sushi in America. Chirashi Sushi is a mix of rice, different fish, vegetables and egg.

IBMDA THETA NU SORORITY INC.

Supusas, Maduros, Arroz con Pollo

Supusas are an everyday dish from El Salvador. Maduros and Arroz con Poll are common to Latin American countries.

USLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Kebabs, Couscous, Dates

Kebab is a lamb meat dish deep fried or barbecued with a sauce. Couscous is a deeply mixed corn bean dish sprinkled with lime and spices. Dates, a sweet dish first began in Saudi Arabia, became so famous that it traveled all along the

ANIMATION, COMICS, & VIDEO GAMES CLUB

ERASMUS

MODEL UNITED NATIONS

CULTURESCAPE & ISA

Culturescape is the annual signature event of USF’s International Student Association (ISA). Planned, hosted, and presented by USF international and domestic students, Culturescape is a festival of food, performances, and exhibits from around the world. This signature event is an opportunity for student organizations, student-led groups or individuals to educate the USF community about world cultures.

The International Student Association promotes cultural education, advocates for the USF international student body, and provides a social community by being the voice of the international students, creating social interactions, and developing educational opportunities for cultural enrichment.

All interested individuals are welcome to join ISA. Contact us at isa@usfca.edu.

ISA would like to thank all the organizations and participants who made this event possible!
USF UNIVERSITY CHOIR
Fauré’s "Cantique de Jean Racine"
ten at age 19 by the Romantic era French
composer Gabriel Fauré.

HINDI FILM DANCE TEAM
Hindi Film Dance
is routine combines classical Hindi Film
dance with a little bit of modern and hip-hop
into the mix. All the choreography is
authored by students, using new and old
styles along with cultural backgrounds for
inspiration.

CHINESE STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS
ASSOCIATION
Zheng Solo “Fight Against the Typhoon”
zheng is a traditional stringed Chinese
instrument with a long history and
beautiful sound.

USF KASAMAHAN
Sakuting
provocational dance portraying a mock fight
of sticks to train for combat. The dance is
commonly performed during Christmas at
the town plaza or from house to house.

DARIO GONZALEZ
Latin America Trip Medley
h songs -- "Alfonsina y el mar", an Argenti-
nian zamba, and "Es tan lindo quererte", a
ditional Paraguayan song -- express the
power and beauty of Latin American
tones. As you listen to these songs, you can
the melancholy of the bohemian people

BLACK STUDENT UNION
Fried Okra and Corn & Dirty Rice
Fried Okra and Corn & Dirty Rice would
consumed during the dinner meal as a side
Fried Okra and Corn come from southern
roots, from the homes of American slaves.
roots of Dirty Rice include French, Spanish
Caribbean influences. Dirty Rice is a tradit
Cajun dish made from white rice cooked in
small pieces of chicken liver.

CHINESE STUDENT & SCHOLAR AS
Mooncakes, Noodles, BBQ Pork, Fried
Crispy Duck, Mu-Shi Vegetables
Mooncakes, often filled with salted duck egg
and lotus seed paste, are traditionally eat
during the Mid-Autumn Festival. Fried Rice
is a popular component of Chinese cuisine. Pe
Duck, a famous dish from Beijing, has been
ready since the Yuan Dynasty and is consid-
ered one of China’s national foods.
Noodles, a popular food for Chinese people
back to the East Han Dynasty between AD 220. Mu-shi vegetables is an unusually flav-
combination of spices, vegetables, and com-
ments.

USF HAWAIIAN ENSEMBLE
Ke Kai
This type of Hawaiian dance is called hula
kahiko, which is accompanied by the ipu heke
or instrumental gourd and ancient chanting
called oli. The song glorifies the ocean of
Hawaii nei and all the beauty and resources it
provides.

KOREAN STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVES
Demonstration of Tae-Kwon-Do
Tae-kwon-do is a traditional martial art in
Korea commonly practiced to strengthen the

USF KASAMAHAN
Pancit
The word "pancit" was derived from the Ch
Hakkien dialect phrase “pian i si" meaning
"something conveniently cooked fast." Eat
pancit is thought to make your life longer.